February 5, 2007

To all the Legislatures of the Various States
To all the Governors of the Various States
cc: all the Congresspersons of the United States of America
cc: the President of the United States of America
cc: Others

Dear Fellow American Citizen:

The Federal Government has become a government of Special Interests, by Special Interests, and for Special Interests.

This Federal Government was created by the original States to be a government of the people, by the people, and for the people. It is therefore your duty, responsibility, and obligation to amend the Federal Constitution as necessary to make it once again a government of the people, by the people, and for the people.

Taxation with false representation is worse than knowing you have Taxation without representation!

The Citizen Amendments provide a minimum list of the amendments required. Get your copy at: www.CitizenAmendments.org. The States must act before the end of Calendar year 2007 to add these amendments, setup a State Run Department of Justice and Ethics with full authority to investigate all elected, appointed, and hired members of the Federal Government. This Justice department shall have access to all Federal and UN documents whether or not they are classified or sealed. Its first duty shall be to remove from office anyone that has or may have connections to the Zionist Terrorists that currently control the Federal Government. The States of the United States must also insist that all the governments of the world demand the immediate and unconditional surrender of the Zionist terrorists occupying any of the land that was Palestine during the British Mandate and that they, and all other Zionists in the world be brought before an International Court of Law and tried for their crimes against the people of the World.
If the above actions are not taken, I fear that our Nation will be completely dominated by the Zionist Terrorists and it will result in civil uprisings because the people will know that they have lost their representation of the people, by the people, and for the people. When this happens, will we be lucky once again, and the people will follow a leader like Dr. Martin Luther King or will we be unlucky and the people will follow someone like Hitler? Will we even have freedom of speech?

a. Who will the over 11 million illegal people that Congress has allowed to enter the United States follow?
b. Who will the over 5 million illegal people that Congress granted amnesty to follow?
c. Who will the people that are discontent with the illegal people that Congress allows in the United States follow?
d. Who will the criminals and those released from prisons follow?
e. Who will the people that lost their pensions due to changes of bankruptcy laws follow?
f. Who will the people that lost their jobs due to outsourcing follow?
g. Who will the people that lost their jobs due to downsizing follow?
h. Who will the people that lost their jobs due to their job being moved to another country follow?
i. Who will the people that are starving due to crop failures caused by drought or lack of Energy follow?
j. Who will the people that lose everything due to Bankruptcy or foreclosure follow?
k. Who will the people that lose everything due to Bank failures follow?
l. Who will the people that do not approve of Congress giving money to people who are in violation of International law follow?
m. Who will the people that do not approve of Congress giving money to people who are in violation of United Nations Resolutions follow?
n. Who will the people that do not approve of Congress supporting the inhuman treatment of the Palestine people follow?
o. Who will the people that do not trust the integrity of the Elected Federal Government Officials follow?
p. Who will the people that do not trust the integrity of the Officials appointed by the Federal Government follow?
q. Who will the people that do not trust the integrity of the personnel hired by the Federal Government follow?
r. Who will the people that do not trust the integrity of the information provided by the Federal Government follow?
s. Who will the people that do not trust the integrity of the information from the Special Interest owned media follow?
t. Who will the people that do not trust the Internet Search Engines to provided unfiltered information follow?
u. Who will the people who suffer when other countries of the World impose Sanctions against us for not abiding by International Law and/or United Nations Resolutions follow?
v. Who will the people who disagree with our government funding directly or indirectly the inhuman treatment of other people follow?
w. Who will the people that are tired of “Political Correctness” follow?
x. Who will the people who have effectively lost their right of Initiative due to legislative restrictions follow?
At the American Legion's National Convention in Salt Lake City on August 29, 2006, Donald Rumsfeld included as a part of his speech the statement "Some seem not to have learned history's lesson". I believe this is a very true statement.

Land was taken from Czechoslovakia and given to the Nazi Terrorists. The end result was that an estimated 16 million service people and 19.5 million civilians or an estimated total of 35.5 million Europeans and Americans were killed before the unconditional surrender of the Nazi Terrorists on May 7, 1945. In what may still be the most bloody and brutal acts of Terrorism since World War II, the Zionist Terrorists rose up against the British Mandate of Palestine. Guess what? Land was taken from the Palestine people and given to the Zionist Terrorists!

On May 14, 1948 President Truman said NO to his American Citizen advisers and YES to the Zionist Terrorists. We have been a Zionist Republic and controlled by the Zionists ever since. The Zionists in the United States (Some of them Dual Citizens) demand and threaten with lawsuits that the symbol they used to celebrate the Israeli defeat of the Syrians be displayed in the United States. Is this to celebrate the United States becoming a Zionist Republic? Why isn't the symbol of Good Luck which was widely used among the Indians of North America and South America being displayed? The Indians of America were not responsible for the wars of Europe.

Since this time, President Kennedy who did not support the Zionists was assassinated. Since this time, President Nixon who did not support the Zionists was forced to resign. Since this time, President Clinton had an exposed sexual affair. How many secrets were obtained from the President and other high government officials as a result of this affair? How many Zionists are plying their trade with elected and appointed members of the United States government?

Why did the United States allow Arafat to be held prisoner on his own land, by the Zionists? Why did the United States stop the Jenin Massacre and other Massacres committed by the Zionists from being investigated? How many people are buried in the Zionist Enemies cemeteries?

President Clinton’s wife Hillary made a trip to Palestine and embraced Arafat in a gesture of peace. When the Zionists complained, she apologized for her gesture of peace, moved to New York, and was elected a Senator from that State.

Why did our government allow missile guidance technology to be given to China, but now that China has tested it and it works, our government is complaining. Is this just an indirect way to get proven technology to the Zionist Terrorists and blame China? How much of our technology has been compromised by openly and secretly giving it away? Do we have factories and reserves left in the United States to produce what is needed for our defense?

When Al Gore was running for President, he had a Palestine Person on his staff to advise him about Palestine and the Zionist complained. Did the Zionist want to provide Al with biased or false information about the Palestine people?
Tom Friedman of the New York Times stated on the Charlie Rose show that the Palestine People cannot be allowed to return to their Land, their Homes, and their Livelihood because the land claimed by the Zionist would soon become a non-Jewish state. Does Tom not know that this land belongs to the Palestine people? Was he against the right of return of people to Germany least it not remain an Aryan state? Is he suggesting that there be a Jewish state and that all other states be non-Jewish? Is this the reason that the Zionists are proposing the division of Iraq into three parts?

While our Secretary of State Colin Powell was in the Middle East in an effort to make peace between the Zionist Terrorists and the Palestine people, Congress voted NO to President GW Bush’s efforts for peace and YES to the Zionist Terrorists continued violations of International law, violations of United Nations resolutions, and the inhuman treatment of the Palestine people. Since this time it appears that our President does whatever the Zionists want. How can members of Congress refer to these Terrorists as their friend Israel?

The Zionist wanted a war to be fought with Iraq. Did they destroy the World Trade Center Buildings to accomplish this goal? Why did the 911 commission leave everything about connections to the Zionists out of the report? Why was Zacarias Moussaoui not allowed to tell the American people why we are hated by some people? Would it have reflected badly on the Zionist Terrorists? Why are people in Europe who disagree with the way history is written by the Zionist Terrorists put in prison? Is the purpose of Political Correctness in the United States intended to restrict what we can say and what we can read on the Internet? Why did Congress rush forward and vote, “YES!” war with Iraq is necessary, when the inspections to determine the claimed justification for the war had not been completed. After 3 Years of war, Congress created the Baker-Hamilton commission to determine the best course of action for the continuing war in Iraq. Congress said that this was to provide the President with a way out of the War when in effect it was probably intended to allow Congress to wash its hands of their rush to war and to crucify the President for not turning Iraq into an easy takeover target by the Zionist with their nuclear bombs and United States supplied missiles. Some of the people on this commission were the same people who knowingly left information critical of the Zionist Terrorists out of the 911 report. Congress acts as if war can be turned on and off like a light switch! Any member of Congress that voted for this War or the destruction of Lebanon should do the United States a favor and resign. The Zionists also want Wars with Iran and Syria, which is probably why President GW Bush refuses to talk to the Iranians and the Syrians.

After Ehud Olmert, the Prime Minister of the Zionists visited the President in the White House; did it just happened, or did they plan that two Zionists soldiers were to be captured by Hezbollah. This was then used to destroy Lebanon infrastructure. Much of this infrastructure was paid for by the United States Tax Payers. Our President refused to make them stop and even rushed more weapons of death to the Zionists. Congress even went out of its way to vote YES to the Zionist destruction of Lebanon and NO to the people of Lebanon and NO to the people of the United States who wanted it stopped. Why wasn’t there an outcry in the United States Media about this destruction of Lebanon and its coastline? Why wasn’t there an outcry in the United States Media and Congress about the use of cluster bombs against Lebanon Women and children? Why didn’t the media tell about the International Laws and United Nations resolutions that the Zionists are
violating on a daily basis? Is it because the Zionists control the Media and Congress and they present the best interests of the Zionists instead of the best interests of the United States? Were the Zionists responsible for the actions that led to Syria withdrawing from Lebanon so that the Zionists could more easily destroy it?

Do the Zionist Terrorists proclaim loudly “Never Again” and then whisper to themselves “Unless it is I”?

Who are the cowards and terrorists? Those in high flying airplanes with proper uniforms and using precision guided cluster bombs which kill women and children or the Freedom Fighters who can not afford a uniform, but who sacrifice their lives trying to get the land, homes, and livelihood of their people back?

Is the real purpose of these wars, to destabilize the countries of the world so they will become easier targets for a Zionist Terrorist takeover?

Why are people in the United States allowed to give money to the Zionists who use the money to Bulldoze down the homes of Palestine people and build illegal Zionist settlements on Palestine land?

Why does Congress continue to give money to the Zionists, when Congress knows that the Zionists have unregulated nuclear bombs, which makes this funding illegal? Why hasn’t the Justice Department put a stop to this?

Why did our government provide missiles to the Zionists for use in delivering their nuclear bombs? If this is not a violation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty, it should be.

Why are immigrant citizens, [which, who] may not be looking out for the best interests of the United States allowed to hold high offices in our government and be secret advisors to the President? Examples of this are Henry Kissinger and Madeline Albright. Is our [Primary] educational system so bad that we need foreign born and/or dual citizens to run our government? All these offices should be filled by Legal United States Citizens born of Legal United States Citizens, Educated in the United States, and have never been dual citizens.

In order to solve the problems of the Arab people, they need to consider what Muhammad would think, what Muhammad would say, and what Muhammad would do. They then need to meet, work out their differences, and speak with one voice to bring about the rule of Law and Justice in the Middle East. As a united people they can then demand and enforce the rules of law, that all other peoples in the Middle East abide by International Law, United Nations Resolutions, and that everyone be treated humanely.
When the United States became a Zionist republic, we were a Creditor Nation, now we are a Debtor Nation and may be teetering on the verge of bankruptcy. Congress has given the Zionists over a trillion dollars with little or no accountability, yet Congress claims there is no money for health care for its legal citizens. Congress claims there is not enough money for Social Security for its legal citizens. Congress claims there is not enough money to secure our borders. Why are BILLIONS available annually to support violators of International Law, United Nation Resolutions, and Human Rights, but money is not available to meet the needs of the Legal Citizens of the United States?

It is time to turn all taxing power over to the states and allow them to decide how much of the collected revenue will be allotted to the Federal Government and the conditions for its expenditure. It makes more sense for the States to collect the money and allocate it to the Federal Government then for the Federal Government to collect the money skim some off the top and give the remainder back to the states with restrictions and strict conditions of accountability.

It is time to only allow a consensus of the Individual States to commit the United States to war.

It is time to save the Jews and the rest of the world from the Zionist Terrorists, the same as the Germans and the rest of the world were saved from the Nazi Terrorists.

It is time for the United States to stop being a Zionist Republic and a Big Bully for the Zionist Terrorists and return to being an American Republic with American Values which other people can follow by their own freewill if they so choose.

Will the States Standup before the People Standup?

Have a good day

Tony

100% Citizen of the United States of America

Anton J. Grambihler
2008 Davison Ave.
Richland WA 99354-2015

www.CitizenAmendments.org